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Preparing for War: Iran to start air defence drill
simulating Israeli attacks
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In-depth Report: IRAN: THE NEXT WAR?

Iran’s Revolutionary Guards will carry out an air defence drill simulating an Israeli attack on
its nuclear sites, the official news agency IRNA said Friday, DPA reported.

The Revolutionary Guards said in a statement that the drill was aimed at ensuring Iran was
ready for any attacks on its nuclear facilities and other strategic sites.

The  announcement  came  shortly  after  the  United  Nations  nuclear  agency  adopted  a
resolution calling on Iran to respond to a report by the watchdog indicating that Tehran had
made tests on designs used for making a nuclear weapon.

Iran denies it is seeking a nuclear bomb and says its programme is peaceful. Israel considers
a nuclear armed Iran an existential threat.

There has been mounting speculation in the media that Israel would strike Iran’s nuclear
facilities if Iran continues to defy international demands that it allay western concerns over
it nuclear activities.

Iranian military officials have warned that Israel would regret such any preemptive strike on
its nuclear facilities.
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